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“Effective feedback provides
teachers with motivational
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Keys To Helping Helicopter Teachers To Promote Motivation
Research to Practice and Self-Regulated Learning
Héfer Bembenutty

T

he term “helicopter parents” was
placed in the conscience of our society
by Barbara Hofer and Abigail Sullivan
Moore (2011) through their book, The
iConnected Parent: Staying Close to Your Kids
in College (and Beyond) While Letting Them
Grow Up.
Helicopter parents refer to parents
who are over-involved in every detail,
schedule, task, and life of their children to
make everything easy for them, and they
often make choices for them. They go
overboard by getting involved in solving their
children’s academic challenges. They do
homework assignments for their children
when they are away in college, which
prevents the college kids from being agentic,
self-directed, proactive, and self-regulated
learners.
What was surprising was that most of
those college kids did not mind being
iconnected with their parents by texting,
emailing, and Smartphones. Often, these kids
were the ones who initiated the
communication to share their grades, seek
assistance with homework, ask parents to talk
to the professors, and plan their schedules
and social activities.
Hofer and Sullivan offered valuable
recommendations to helicopter parents, such
as avoiding talking over the phone for
unnecessary matters to promote
independence.
Responsible parents are interested in
their kids’ lives and offer guidance, promoting
social values and responsibilities. They
understand that going overboard in solving all
the problems of the children interferes with
their motivation for learning and the
development of self-regulation.
In schools, it is possible to find
helicopter teachers, who reflect similar
behavior to helicopters parents, are those
who intervene on behalf of their students to
solve all kinds of personal, social, and
academic problems. Helicopter teachers
adopt a mothering-like or paternalistic
attitude and feel compelled to oversee all
matters related to some of their students or
all their students.
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Helicopter teachers might go to
another teacher to ask to reduce the amount
of homework or question why Johnny was
getting a low grade on an assignment. They
tend to over-protect their students. They use
excessive multimedia to remain in contact
with the students, parents, and
administrators to control the students' lives.
They often ask students, “how is
everything in your classes?” with the only
interest in checking that the other teachers
treat "my kids” well.
Contrary to their goodwill, helicopter
teachers are obstacles to learners’
development of self-regulated learning skills
and a proactive approach and agentic
disposition to learning. They do not focus on
developing their students’ learning skills.
Helicopter teachers excuse the
students for misbehaving simply because “I
do not want to hurt their self-esteem.” They
are self-esteem teachers whose values and
self-worth come from the students. These
teachers’ identity is determined by the
affection they receive from the students. In
contrast, self-efficacious teachers are those
whose self-beliefs are grounded on the skills,
competency, mastery disposition, selfreliance, and self-regulated processes
through which they approach teaching.
Key Secrets to Helping Helicopter Teachers
Fortunately, the special issue of the
Theory Into Practice (2022, 61(1)), focused on
applying motivation research to practice,
provided essential keys to helping helicopter
teachers promote motivation research to
practice and self-regulated learning. Some of
the recommendations include:
Practice Attribution Retraining.
Graham and Taylor (2022) encouraged
teachers to understand the principles of
attribution theory, such as low ability and lack
of effort as causes of failure. They highlighted
the importance of interventions to change
maladaptive beliefs about achievement
outcomes and how to use effective feedback
that coveys attributional information.
Support the Development of Interest.
Renninger and Hidi (2022) conveyed that the
presence of interest benefits sustained
engagement and learning. They
recommended that teachers consider selfrelated information processing for
encouraging interest development by
supporting students’ self-related connections
for more information, perseverance in
understanding material, and sustained
engagement.
Boost Self-Efficacy Beliefs. Lee, Lee,
and Bong (2022) advocated for a better
understanding of theory-driven practices that
foster students’ self-efficacy beliefs. They
recommend helping learners change their
mindset and gender stereotypes and
adjusting regular classroom instruction to
promote children’s growth mindsets and
avoid gender-fair beliefs.
Enhance Motivation by Developing

Cyclical Self-Regulated Learning Skills. Callan
and his colleagues (2022) encouraged
teachers to develop and teach self-regulated
learning processes, such as goal-setting,
strategy use, self-monitoring, and attributions
that can enhance motivational beliefs,
including self-efficacy, interest, and task
value.
Promote Academic Delay of
Gratification. Bembenutty (2022) encouraged
teachers to help learners sustain motivation
and delay gratification by keeping an
appropriate level of self-efficacy, expectancy
for success, affective responses, emotions,
and feelings and by setting goals and having
self-regulatory plans.
Consider the Cultural Costs that
Negatively Impact Learners. Archer, Kumar
and Pilcher (2022) recommended considering
cultural costs that negatively impact
preservice teachers of color, such as cultural
dissonance, belonging uncertainty, and
stereotype threat, to enhance their
expectations for successful graduation and
increase the teaching profession's subjective
value.
Expanding the concept of helicopter
parents to focus on helicopter teachers is
easy. However, understanding the negative
impact of helicopter teachers on students'
learning and development is complex.
Teachers are caring individuals who want the
best for their students. Preventing students
from adverse situations is a vital responsibility
teachers embrace with pride and honor.
Often, teachers are the only resource
available for students experiencing personal
and academic challenges. Teachers are
heroes. The confusing roles that very few
teachers adopt should not prevent the
recognition of the outstanding role models
teachers are in the classroom and the crucial
role they play in our society.
The contributions of authors of articles
in Theory Into Practice and to this issue of
Times Magazine invite learners, teachers, and
policymakers to embrace applications of
motivation research to practice that could
facilitate learning and effecting teaching in
our diverse and pluralistic classrooms.
Motivation and self-regulated scholars
are certainly at the starting point of a
roadmap that could bring effective practical
applications and interventions to classrooms.
Motivation and self-regulated scholars are
called to break cycles of intellectualism and
simple theorization from the Ivory Tower to
provide keys to helping all teachers and
helicopter teachers to promote motivation
research to practice and self-regulated
learning.
Amanda Ferrara, Jenny Mischel, and Jill
Salisbury-Glennon generously and efficiently
edited this issue of Times Magazine. Thanks,
Amanda, Jenny and Jill!
Upon request, references are available by
contacting Héfer Bembenutty
hefer.bembenutty@qc.cuny.edu
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Reflection on Marchand et al. (2022), “Lessons from a Co-Design Team on
Supporting Student Motivation in Middle School Science Classrooms”

M

Ying Wang

archand et al. (2022, in Theory

engage teachers in the activity design
Into Practice, 61(1), 113-128)
process and help teachers deliver
provided a valuable and
pedagogical approaches that foster
accessible toolkit for teachers students’ mastery orientation. For example,
to apply motivational theories providing space for students to ask
to support their students’ learning and
conceptual questions is one strategy that
motivation. Marchand et al. (2022)
facilitates students’ deep understanding.
synthesized theoretical aspects and
See Table 3 in Marchand et al. (2022).
empirical findings of motivation research in
Overall, Marchand and her
education and created the five motivational colleagues offered three recommendations
design principles (MDPs) for target
for applying the MDPs:
motivational variables.
First, teachers need broad principles
Marchand et al. (2022) discussed
and specific strategies to implement
three key decision points when helping
motivational instructions. This perspective is
teachers implement motivational
related to self-regulated learning (SRL).
instructions in the classroom:
Specifically, according to the three phases of
• The extent to which professional
SRL (Zimmerman & Moylan, 2009), at the
learning should focus on general
forethought phase, teachers as learners
principles or specific practices
need to have agency in their learning and
• The appropriate level(s) for
high self-efficacy to use the MDPs in their
translation of the MDPs into
classrooms.
practice
Conceptual understanding helps
• The creation of opportunities for
teachers build their self-efficacy about
teacher reflection and selfimplementing the MDPs and set their
assessment of their practice on
teaching goals (Bandura, 1997). In addition
student motivation and
to the conceptual understanding of MDPs,
engagement
teachers need to know the effective
The five MDPs include competence, strategies or activities they can employ in
autonomy, relevance, mastery orientation, their teaching. Correspondingly, in SRL, at
and belonging. Table 1 in the Marchand et the performance phase, learners use
al. (2022) article provides explicit
strategies to pursue their learning goals
connections between the MDPs and their
(Zimmerman & Moylan, 2009). Providing
theoretical roots. Marchand and her team
teachers with specific strategies helps
used a shorthand name instead of a
teachers realize what effective and
technical term of motivational theories for ineffective strategies look like, encouraging
each MDP, promoting accessible and
them to monitor their implementation of
effective communications with various
the MDPs during their teaching.
audiences.
Second, Marchand et al. (2022)
In the toolkit, Marchand et al. (2022) suggested that a positive classroom climate
provided a general description of each MDP is critical for implementing the MDPs. From
and specific examples of teaching strategies an SRL perspective, this relates to Efklides's
for teachers to implement in class. For
(2011) SRL model, which emphasizes the
example, mastery orientation is one of the learning or task environment and learners’
five MDPs that focuses on facilitating
affect (e.g., feelings, emotions, attitudes)
students to set their learning goals to
during their learning processes. In
achieve deep content understanding and
particular, Efklides (2011) suggested that
reasoning.
learners have various motivation and
Marchand et al. (2022) provided
affective reactions toward different learning
suggestions for specific strategies that
situations. As such, a positive climate fosters
students’ positive feelings about their
learning content, encourages positive
Ying Wang is a
student-teacher and peer interactions,
postdoctoral fellow and facilitates the execution of the
in the College of MDPs.
Engineering at the
Third, Marchand et al. (2022)
Georgia Institute of suggested that it is critical to provide
Technology. Her teachers with iterative feedback on
research focuses on their practice of the MDPs. This
STEM students' self corresponds to the metacognitive
-regulated learning component in SRL (Winne & Hadwin,
and particularly the 1998). As Marchand et al. (2022)
metacognitive and mentioned, feedback provides
motivational
teachers with motivational support. In
aspects in students' addition, effective feedback provides
learning processes. information that invokes teachers’
metacognitive processes, such as self-

reflection, and helps them monitor and
modify their teaching strategies accordingly
(Butler & Winne, 1995).
In my postdoctoral research at
Georgia Tech, I am fortunate to work with
engineering educators closely to create
positive impacts on students’ learning. My
research mainly focuses on designing and
delivering theoretically grounded
pedagogical practices and assessments in
engineering education. I have often
encountered challenges in translating
educational theories into undergraduate
engineering classrooms.
I thank Dr. Marchand and her
co-authors for their efforts in creating this
toolkit and all the contributions bringing
motivational theories to practice. I
appreciate the opportunity to read and
reflect on this inspiring article, which gave
me directions on pursuing my future
research in engineering education.
Upon request, references are available by
contacting Ying Wang:
w2017ying@gmail.com

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Decades of motivation research have
yielded a set of Motivation Design
Principles (MDPs) that can be leveraged
to support the development of student
motivation and engagement in the
classroom. This article addresses the
translation of these guiding principles
to teacher professional learning and
subsequently, classroom practice.
Drawing from published literature, as
well as the experiences of a co-design
team of motivation and science
education researchers and middle
school science teachers, we address the
landscape of decision points for
designing and implementing
professional learning focused on
supporting middle school students’
motivation in science. We identify 3 key
decision points: (1) the extent to which
professional learning should focus on
general principles or specific practices;
(2) the appropriate level(s) for
translation of the MDPs into practice;
and (3) the creation of opportunities for
teacher reflection and self-assessment
of their practice on student
motivation and engagement.”
Marchand, G. C., Schmidt, J. A.,
Linnenbrink-Garcia, L., Harris, C. J.,
McKinney, D., & Liu, P. P. (2022).
Lessons from a co-design team on
supporting student motivation in
middle school science
classrooms. Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 113-128.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932155
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Reflections on Motivation by Developing Cyclical Self-Regulated Learning Skills
Rinat Levy Cohen

I

n the article entitled Enhancing
Motivation by Developing Cyclical SelfRegulated Learning Skills, Gregory L.
Callan, Lisa DaVia Rubenstein, Tyler
Barton, and Aliya Halterman (2022, Theory
Into Practice, 61(1), 1-13) review the
literature on the symbiotic relationship
between self-regulated learning (SRL)
processes (e.g., setting goals for learning)
and motivation (e.g., interest in a subject).
Building on the substantial literature,
the authors then describe several
instructional strategies and frameworks that
have been shown to enhance student SRL
processes and academic achievement. Callan
and his associates base their theoretical
approach on Zimmerman’s (2000) SRL
model, which distinguishes between
motivational beliefs and SRL processes.
According to Zimmerman (2000),
three motivational beliefs bolster adaptive
learning behaviors, namely, self-efficacy
(one’s perceived capability to perform a
given task), interest (in the domain), and task
-value (beliefs students hold about the
relevance, enjoyment, and usefulness of a
given task).
Setting goals for learning, selfmonitoring one’s learning, strategies (e.g.,
connecting prior knowledge to new
knowledge), and attributions (reflecting
upon one’s performance) are the SRL
processes included in the theoretical
framework. The authors argue that
motivation can be facilitated by utilizing SRL
processes.
Callan and his collaborators offer
several instructional strategies that enhance
student SRL skills. The authors suggest
instructing students to set specific goals
(e.g., read two books a week) instead of
general goals (e.g., become a better reader).
They advise promoting student selfmonitoring skills by teaching students to
record their academic behaviors and
achievement to enhance their selfawareness. Callan et al. (2022) also

recommend fostering student engagement
in self-talking when they struggle to
complete a task.
Educators often worry about the gap
between research and practice. This article
resonated with me because it illustrates that
many teachers may be promoting SRL
strategies without knowing. For example,
common teaching practice is to help
students make connections between their
prior knowledge and new content they learn
(i.e., elaboration). Teachers have also long
adopted checklists to help students monitor
their progress towards completing a project.
As a director of an innovation center, I
can attest that these learning spaces
naturally lend themselves to enhancing SRL
skills. For example, the engineering design
process (or design thinking) is typically the
adopted instructional framework in
innovation centers or makerspaces. Using
this framework, students follow steps in a
cycle process to find a solution to a
problem.
Students utilize strategies such as
keeping an engineering notebook to
brainstorm ideas, develop several solutions
to a problem, test and reiterate their designs
and reflect upon successes and failures (i.e.,
attribution). Although SRL skills are crucial
for academic achievement (Schenke et al.,
2015), research shows that SRL processes
are not fostered enough at schools (Callan et
al., 2022).
Below I offer three simple ways to
promote some SRL processes:
• As mentioned above, engineering
notebooks enable SRL processes. A
similar notebook can be used when
planning an essay for English class or an
experiment in science class.
•

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“We examined the regulation of shared problem
solving in a museum exhibit. We found that we
had to augment our dialogue codes to properly
embrace the dynamic nature of the observed
learning regulation. These changes reflect aspects
of shared regulation that occur when learning
takes place (1) in an immersive open-ended
learning environment, where (2) learners work
together in large groups. We present preliminary
results, arguing that designers and researchers
may benefit from recognizing how planning and
evaluation acts can be tactically embedded in
immersive learning environments.”
Cohen, R. L., Mallavarapu, A., Lyons, L., & Uzzo, S.
(2021). Studying Shared Regulation in Immersive
Learning Environments. In Proceedings of the 14th
International Conference on Computer-Supported
Collaborative Learning-CSCL 2021. International
Society of the Learning Sciences.
291-292.pdf (isls.org)

•

Rinat Levy Cohen is a doctoral
candidate at Fordham University. She is
the Director of Innovation at Fairfield
College Preparatory Schools and an
Adjunct Professor at New York University.

Additionally, the authors recognize that
teachers may face obstacles in adopting SRL
instructional practices. Educators may lack
planning time. Utilizing new instructional
methodologies can also be overwhelming for
teachers who do not necessarily know what
SRL skills are and how to promote them
effectively.
As an educator, I have come across
report cards in which lower school students
are graded poorly for their SRL skills. It is
crucial for researchers to clearly illustrate
developmentally appropriate SRL
expectations and practices for different age
groups. SRL skills need to be adopted by
schools and not by single teachers. Schools
need to develop school-wide SRL
instructional practices across grades and
knowledge domains that the community
values and evaluate.
Upon request, references are available by
contacting Rinat Levy Cohen:
rlevycohen@fordham.edu

Secondly, exit tickets can foster selfmonitoring (a standard formative
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
assessment tool). They can be submitted
“Effective application of learning analytics to the
by paper or an educational app (e.g.,
classroom requires the generation of reliable standards
PearDeck). Teachers can encourage
on which to base metrics (Ferguson, 2012). An
students to think critically about their
effective, but highly labor intensive way to create these
standards is for instructors to define competencies,
project’s progression and plan the next
learning goals and objectives for their course(s).
steps. Students can also reflect upon
Although this may be the ideal solution, it may be
their successes and failures or a strategy unrealistic to scale the approach, especially for courses
they used in class.
that have already been established for many years.
Therefore, there is a need for technological tools that

can streamline this process. The following research
Keeping a digital journal is another way
describes a process for leveraging syllabi that do not
to enhance students’ SRL skills. For each
have learning standards defined to automatically
journal entry, teachers can prompt
extract learning goals and objectives. The process
students to answer questions that would
utilizes Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
modelling coupled with neural nets to generate
increase their SRL strategy use. For
sentences describing learning goals and objectives
example, questions can instruct students directly
from a syllabi for review by an instructor or
to set goals for learning, reflect on their
course designer.”
performance, and reflect on strategy use. Lang, C., Levy-Cohen, R., Woo, C., Roberts, B., Pepe, S.,
Verma, R., & Xu, Y. (2018). Automated extraction of
Digital journals are helpful because
learning
goals and objectives from syllabi using lda and
teachers can access them anytime and
neural nets. In Proceedings of the 8th International
leave relevant feedback, examples, and
Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge.
prompts for students.
LAK18_2_pager_final_120200223-48729-1427xmxwith-cover-page-v2.pdf
Callan and his colleagues cogently
(d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net)
apply research to teaching practices.
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I

Academic Delay of Gratification: A Reflection of an
Agentic Schoolteacher
Mark Amoroso

n Sustaining Motivation and Academic
Delay of Gratification: Analysis and
Applications written by Héfer Bembenutty
(2022, in Theory Into Practice, 61(1), 7588), the study of academic delay of
gratification was discussed in terms of setting
value in one’s work ethic to increase
motivation in order to obtain academic and
personal goals.
The article stated that the hot and cool
systems both play a role in the process of
delay of gratification. The reflective cool
system supports self-beliefs in a unique
growth process and like-minded individuals
that promote it. On the other hand, the
reactive hot system sets a course of a low
sense of self-efficacy and depreciating
thoughts of where you as an individual think
you can set yourself for society.
Bembenutty’s article helps me to be
cognizant that I am an agentic schoolteacher.
His point of self-regulation from the teacher's
perspective blends and allows students to
grow, leading to the importance of dignity.
This belief in bringing dignity to the students
enables a course for believing in oneself to
become more motivated in increasing what
is called a student’s voice. Community
building in the classroom sets the method for
forming a standard towards both obtainable
and realistic goals.
What is essential in this article is the
sustaining portion of motivation. Much too
often, we set goals that we cannot reach so
that we may rush on to something else. As
educators, we must grow and develop our
students holistically to become the best
person they can be and learn to grow as
educators.
I first wrote an article for this
publication in 2019 during my first year of
teaching high school. I now find myself in my
third of teaching and reflect on the days of my
education. My reflection piece went back to
fundamentals that grew and added to the
high school learning experience. What stood
out to me was looking at and discussing
education from a different perspective from
other teachers. Each time we met as a
professional learning experience, I saw how
we encourage learning in our students and
reflect on our teaching practice. I always
found it necessary to match what worked for
me when I was a kid, learning and thinking
about how my knowledge differed from my
students.
I am currently in my final leg of my
graduate courses in TESOL at Queens College.
In researching bilingual education, I saw that
dual-language programs and second language

learners (ELLs) in the classroom contribute to
learning about and sharing culture. The value
of sharing culture in a bilingual classroom is
crucial in developing our students as a whole
person. In life, each of us wants to be
accepted by others, and it comes into play
with finding our voice.
I view bilingual education as one of
those driving factors of kids finding their value
in life and the world by sharing their stories or
sharing what they learned with their
classmates, family, and even teachers. As a
teacher, students in my classroom add a great
value to myself finding a place in this world,
meaning that as I meet new students.
I learn how to be more patient and
understanding of who is outside my
knowledge of the world. I firmly believe that
the students I met have the potential to make
a difference in the world around me. Because
I make a difference in these children's lives as
an educator, I also believe that these children
make a difference in my life.
In another conversation on bilingual
education, I saw the need to better represent
the students who are entering the education
system in New York. Many of the
conversations I had in the facilitation groups
and even in the main class were about the
importance of funding. In many cases,
students entering the school in the five-step
process that we went over in class can be a
very daunting experience.

“I am an agentic
schoolteacher.”
In my practice, I saw students who had
entered the school without the proper care or
help in their needs. I feel it is unfortunate
because one method has multiple language
learners (MLLs) taken out of the classroom
and not given a chance to show their true
potential. I have also seen general education
certified teachers who are also TESOL.
I remember one case where I was
student teaching, and the class was supposed
to be an ELL class, but they made it a general
education class because they put two
students labeled general education. As such,
ELL students in the classroom were not
adequately supported. I remember standing
in front of the school teaching a class, and
one girl was from Albania. I remember her
nodding her head when I talked, not knowing
that she could not speak one word of English.
However, I still saw that she made an effort to
take notes and talk to her partner, who was
from Uzbekistan, to discuss the material in
the classroom. I hope that as education
becomes more at the forefront, the proper
funding goes to programs set to help children
holistically and to the best of their abilities.
It is always important to be a reflective
person to see how the activity went and how
the lesson progressed. I ask myself whether I

gave enough time for that activity. Or, did I
give enough time to explain what to expect
from the students? This semester, I learned to
take more time and focus on modeling for
students the activities for the day. A lesson
can go well in the first half, but the activity
portion could be 10 to 15 minutes just
wondering what I should do.
Students will say, “I do not understand
it,” and I want to avoid that. I will always
focus on building a stronger foundation by
explaining the activity portion of the lesson. It
brings back memories of me as a student
struggling in class due to not having the
courage to raise my hand to ask questions.
I thought I would look silly asking
questions and sometimes lacked the
motivation to do the work. Professionally, this
works into my mindset of having a classroom
that feels like a community where there is
acceptance of learning and growth over time,
making the classroom student-friendly.
Student voice and talk are the foundation of
building a culturally responsive classroom.
There is always room to learn new
ideas and activities or research how we as
individuals become readers—my focus on
moving forward as an educator is expanding
my professional learning. For example, what
new books can I introduce into the classroom
to add students' voices and bring in that sense
of wonder and excitement?
I did not hit a wall in terms of feeling
stale in my practice of educating students.
Targeted goals and using feedback should
allow students and teachers to grow in the
year. Many times, feedback can be daunting.
We have a targeted plan by semester that will
involve students more in the educational
process. For example, one semester could be
skilled based on the next semester. How do
we read a text? The following semester can
critically look at information, and the final
semester emphasizes intellectual
conversations.
My career goal is to remain an
educator in the classroom. I enjoy the
conversations I have with students, learning
to be creative, and taking time sitting with
students to go over material that produces
wonder and excitement. Maybe
administrative work seems exciting, but I feel
like you get too far away from the classroom.
There might be that fear within that I will
become more jaded and forget about how it
is to be in the school, so I know you are never
supposed to say never.
As this class and program come to a
close, my interest remain high and I want to
remain humble in my learning. I never wanted
to become a person that thinks higher than
myself. I want to maintain a reality that I am
always a learner. I am always here to expand
on my knowledge and practice my teaching.
This way, I can learn from the students and
hope to teach them more about themselves
and myself. I am an agentic schoolteacher.
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Reflections on Applying Motivation Theory to Practice with
Students with Learning Disabilities

I

Hanna Gaspard

n their article, Rebecca Louick and
Katherine Muenks (2022, in Theory Into
Practice, 61(1), 102-112) discussed how
various motivation theories could be
leveraged to support classroom teachers’
work with students with learning
disabilities. The two authors bring together
the perspectives of special education and
motivational theory in their paper: Rebecca
Louick is a special education researcher and
has worked as a teacher at schools for
students with learning disabilities, whereas
Katherine Muenks is an educational
psychologist studying achievement
motivation.
In their article, Louick and Muenks
(2022) focus on K-12 students with
diagnosed learning disabilities (LD) as
distinct from other disabilities. Most of
these students are currently educated
alongside their general education peers in
inclusive classrooms in the US. In addition to
cognitive differences and different
achievement experiences between students
with and without LD, the LD label may affect
these students’ motivational beliefs.
Therefore, teachers must keep these
students’ motivational challenges in mind.
The authors discussed three
theoretical perspectives on motivation: goal
orientation theory, self-determination
theory, and expectancy-value theory. The
motivational constructs defined in these
theories—the goals that students endorse in

the classroom, the degree to which they
engage in learning out of intrinsic
motivation, the beliefs about how well they
can do on a particular task, and the degree
to which they value a particular task—have
been found to explain students’
engagement in self-regulated learning
behaviors.
If students with LD differ in their
motivation from their peers without LD, for
instance, if they are less intrinsically
motivated, this will likely impair their
learning process and keep them from
achieving their potential.
Drawing on goal orientation theory,
researchers have suggested that students
with LD may be more likely to experience
failure and thus adopt a performanceavoidance goal orientation (Bergin &
Prewett, 2020).
Classroom structures oriented
toward growth and mastery rather than
performance can positively impact students
with LD’s affect and engagement (Sideris,
2005). However, students with LD might
perceive the same classrooms as less
mastery-oriented and more performanceoriented than students without LD (Sideris
et al., 2006).
Research on students with LD
grounded in self-determination theory has
focused mainly on the self-determined
beliefs of individual students. However, the
school environment can positively affect
these beliefs among students with LD by
stimulating feelings of autonomy,
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
competence, and relatedness (Cavendish et
“Given that the majority of students with
al., 2020).
learning disabilities (LD) are currently
Finally, expectancy-value theory has
educated alongside general education peers
been
applied
less frequently to study
for the majority of the school day in inclusive
classrooms, it behooves motivation scholars to students with LD. However, researchers
have discussed expectancy-value theory as a
consider the practical implications of their
research for all teachers working with
valuable theoretical framework for
students with LD. The purpose of this article is interventions focusing on questions such as
to discuss how three theoretical perspectives “Can I do this activity?” and “Do I want to
on motivation can be leveraged to support
do this activity and why?” (De La Paz &
classroom teachers’ work with this student
Butler, 2018).
population. Following an overview of our
The authors provide applications to
three focus theories of motivation (goal
practice
by discussing topics that should be
orientation theory, self-determination theory,
addressed in teacher education programs
and expectancy-value theory), we discuss
research about students with LD that employs and professional development for general
and special education teachers, including
each perspective, as well as any related
the following:
interventions for students with LD.
Afterwards, we provide practical implications • Recommendations based on goal
for teachers working with students with LD.
orientation theory: Teachers should
Finally, we offer recommendations for
focus on goals that emphasize individual
research on motivation using these and other
improvement rather than relative
theories that are sensitive to the specific
standing (i.e., personal-best goals). They
strengths and challenges of
should also communicate and adopt
students with LD. “
mastery goals in the classroom, both
Louick, R., & Muenks, K. (2022). Leveraging
through explicit messages (e.g., “I
motivation theory for research and practice
believe everyone can learn and
with students with learning disabilities. Theory
improve”) and implicit policies and
Into Practice, 61(1), 102-112.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932154
practices (e.g., using mistakes as learning
opportunities).
• Adapting evidence-based interventions

Hanna Gaspard, PhD, is Deputy Professor
of Empirical Educational Research with a
Focus on Social Heterogeneity at the
Center for Research on Education and
School Development at TU Dortmund
University. Her research focuses on
developing students’ motivation at school
and targeted interventions to foster
student motivation.
designed for “struggling” learners:
Teachers could be trained to deliver
evidence-based interventions for
“struggling” learners as a more general
group and then work in groups to discuss
how these interventions could be
implemented with LD students in their
classrooms, considering individual
students’ specific needs.
• Stimulating reflections on teachers’
beliefs about using autonomysupportive practices with LD students:
Teachers can endorse a broad range of
beliefs about LD students’ capacity to
engage in autonomous learning
activities. In PD workshops, teachers
could be engaged in conversations about
the level of autonomy support they
provide to their students with LD and
reflect on their practices based on
observations in the classroom.
Based on the motivational theories
discussed in this article and the authors’
recommendations, I would like to briefly
summarize three critical points about what
teachers can do to promote LD students’
motivation and self-regulated learning:
1. Provide clear and frequent feedback
focused on individual improvement and
recognize effort over getting everything
correct;
2. Offer all students opportunities to make
choices, feel competent, and connect
with others;
3. Help students find value in their learning
activities for their own goals.
I found the article by Louick and
Muenks extremely helpful, especially given
that they provide clear links between
different motivational theories and practice,
and I can only recommend reading it.
Upon request, references are available by
contacting Hanna Gaspard
hanna.gaspard@tu-dortmund.de
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Is the Value Worth the Costs?

W

hile concerns about the lack
of minority African American
and Latinx teachers are
consistently raised
(Carver-Thomas, 2018), only partial
attention has been dedicated to
antecedents of the low enrollment and
representation of students of color in
teacher education in other professional
fields. In this article, the authors focused
specifically on the multi-dimensional nature
of the cost for students of color associated
with choosing to attend a teacher education
program in a predominantly White
institution (PWI).
As the world is constantly becoming
a small global village, merging between
cultures has become more common.
Teachers must be well-trained in teaching in
classrooms where cultural and behavioral
diversity is high. Research is replete with
studies acknowledging the professional
development of teachers and preservice
teachers. The present study highlights the
need for institutions to train preservice
teachers to self-regulate their teaching in
diverse classes.
Amerah Archer, Revathy Kumar, and
Eric Pilcher (2022, in Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 89-101), used the expectancy-valuecost motivational framework to understand
three primary cultural costs that negatively
impact preservice teachers of color: cultural
dissonance, belonging uncertainty, and
stereotype threat.
Preservice teachers of color (PSTC)
are exposed to cultural costs when they
enroll in education colleges, and
institutional personnel may be unaware of
these unseen charges. The researchers of
this study claim that teacher educators and
other participants within teacher education
should question their sphere of influence to
identify and equalize these costs and
increase the value of the teaching
profession for PSTCs.
Current programs are working
toward interventions to reduce this negative
impact of cultural costs, as there are
practices to identify and ameliorate cultural
costs at the interpersonal, instructional, and
institutional levels. Similarly, national
organizations train teachers to work with
urban youth, notably culturally different
populations. Nevertheless, as the authors
claim, there is a lack of frameworks and
standards to address that cultural cost.
Thus, interventions have limited
effectiveness.
Self-regulated learning establishes
the base for effective education as teachers’
learning and practice are essential for
developing their students' self-regulated
learning. As for PSTCs, acquisition of
effective self-regulation in diverse
classrooms is limited because of their

Tova Michalsky

difficulty with self-regulated
learning in a PWI. Such
competence requires having prior
successful experience during
teacher training.
According to the
researchers, PSTCs are not
qualified with effective integration
in their education programs. They
were following a decrease in those
teachers' motivation, which
researchers perceive as essential in
the SRL process (Schraw et al.,
2006; Zimmerman, 2000, 2008). In
order to nurture PSTCs with selfTova Michalsky, PhD, is an Associate
regulated learning in highly diverse
Professor, Head of the Learning and Teaching
classes, it is necessary to support
that kind of practice throughout
Sciences program at Bar-Ilan University, Israel.
the training process.
She does research in educational technology,
The training process is
teacher education and teaching methods,
recommended to provide PSTCs an
metacognition, and self-regulated learning.
opportunity for more explicit and
practical modeling. Therefore, the
training process would be granted
a significant enrichment with wellA RELEVANT PUBLICATION
established self-efficacy for those teachers.

Upon request, references are available
by contacting Tova Michalsky:
tova.michalsky@biu.ac.il

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Teachers need to notice and interpret student
behavior as part of their everyday classroom
work. Current teacher education programs
often do not explicitly focus on helping preservice teachers learn to analyze and interpret
student behavior and understand how it may
influence teachers’ teaching behaviors, which in
turn may affect students’ thinking and
achievements. Using a quasi-experimental
design, the current study examined a
systematic reflective approach promoting dual
learning from both teacher and student
perspectives in authentic videotaped
classrooms. More specifically, the study
examined how this dual reflective “professional
vision” framework influenced pre-service
teachers’ actual ability to explicitly teach metastrategic knowledge (MSK) to students. Results
indicated that pre-service teachers whose video
-analysis reflected on both teachers’ and
students’ behaviors demonstrated greater
improvement in their MSK-teaching, and their
students showed better MSK achievements,
compared to pre-service teachers whose videoanalysis reflected only on teachers’ behaviors.
The current study suggests the need to
integrate systematic dual reflective professional
vision approaches – that analyze not only
teachers’ but also students’ behaviors – into
teacher preparation programs as a means for
developing pre-service teachers’ capacity to
promote students’ MSK.“
Michalsky, T. (2021). Integrating video analysis
of teacher and student behaviors to promote
Preservice teachers’ teaching meta-strategic
knowledge. Metacognition and Learning,
16(3), 595-622.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11409-020-09251-7

“Recruiting and retaining students
of color in colleges of education in
predominately White institutions
(PWIs) is a source of concern.
Efforts to reverse this trend have
proven unsuccessful. This article
uses the Expectancy-Value-Cost
motivational framework to
understand three underlying
cultural costs that negatively impact
preservice teachers of color, namely
cultural dissonance, belonging
uncertainty and stereotype threat.
We propose that ameliorating
cultural costs for preservice
teachers of color enhances their
expectations for successful
graduation and increases the
subjective value of the teaching
profession. Finally, we discuss
practices that can be implemented
at the interpersonal, instructional,
and institutional organizational
levels to ameliorate these
cultural costs.”
Archer, A., Kumar, R., & Pilcher, E.
(2022). Is the value worth the
costs?: Examining the experiences
of preservice teachers of color in
predominantly White colleges of
education. Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 89-101.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932152
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Now More Than Ever:
Developing Self-efficacy through Mindset and Combating Gender Stereotypes
Daniel De Sousa
Recommendations for Promoting
Self-Regulated Learning
Self-regulated learning has always
been at the core of my instruction. One way
I attempt to push my students to become
self-regulated learners is to have them
reflect on their own learning. These
reflections can look like an exit slip on which
students are tasked to create a social media
post (e.g., an Instagram post/Twitter tweet)
summarizing the learning objectives for the
day in their own words, thus
taking ownership of their learning.
Allowing students to self-assess and
describe why they assessed themselves is
ow more than ever, teachers have
another great way to get students to be the
seen a decline in student
drivers of their learning and understanding.
motivation and self-efficacy due to
Finally, as my cooperating teacher used to
several factors revolving around the
Overcoming Gender Stereotypes in
say, “teaching becomes easier when
pandemic. The research article, “Boosting
Mathematics
you listen to your students.”
Children’s Math Self-Efficacy by Enriching
The stereotype regarding
I have taken this advice since day
Their Growth Mindsets and Gender-Fair
mathematics being a male-centric field is
one. Once students feel that they are not
Beliefs,” written by Jeesoo Lee, Hyun Ji Lee, extraordinarily harmful, as it can cause
just passive learners in school, they can
and Mimi Bong, dove deeply into the
certain groups of students to feel they
begin to take the wheel and be active
discussion of how we can promote a better cannot do well in mathematics because they participants in learning. This can happen
understanding of theory-driven practices
are not male, thus lowing a student’s selfwhen you, as the teacher, stop and listen to
that help foster students’ self-efficacy in
efficacy.
what your students want and need.
mathematics, which in return can change
The article suggested that tackling
This article could not have come at a
their mindsets and gender stereotypes in
this stereotype head-on might do more
better time. Tackling gender stereotypes
mathematics.
harm than good, as it could trigger the
and shifting mindsets should be a part of all
The article compares the relationship stereotype threat effect or the risk of
teachers’ tool kits.
between mindset and gender stereotype
confirming a negative stereotype. Instead, it
As the article stated, these sources all
research with students’ widespread beliefs was suggested to create tasks where
funnel to a student’s increase in their selfabout math ability. If we can create
students create and draw their
efficacy in mathematics. Once students
interventions that help shift students’
mathematician (including age, height) and, believe that they can do it, regardless of
mindset from a fixed to a growth mindset
as a class, tally the number of male versus
who they are, they have the conviction that
and send anti-stereotype messages through female mathematicians so that children can they can step up in a mathematics
classroom activities, students can then face make their inferences. You could also give
classroom with confidence and be seen the
math with confidence and believe in their
students stereotype-breaking
way anyone child should be seen.
ability to do it!
quizzes, where students learn that any
gender can be seen in any profession
It is All About the Mindset
(e.g., male nurses, female
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Say it with me, I can do it!” my
construction workers).
“Self-efficacy is easily the most important
leadership coach would always tell me.
One task that resonated with
construct for engagement and success in
Mindset is one main key factors to
me was an activity in which students
achievement contexts. In this article, we aim to
intervene in one’s development of selfbrainstormed/researched different
promote a better understanding of theory-driven
efficacy in mathematics. Have you heard a mathematicians and scientists and
practices that foster students’ self-efficacy beliefs
student, or really anyone for that matter,
their contributions to the field. This is
in math, especially the practices that change
say they cannot do mathematics? This is
something that I have done with my
young learners’ mindset and gender stereotypes
one of those traits that harm one’s selfstudents.
in math. We briefly present the self-efficacy
efficacy. I recall students coming back from
Last year during remote
theory first, followed by theoretical and empirical
remote learning having conversations with instruction, I created a studentfindings within the mindset and stereotype
me about how they felt so behind and how centered performance task in which
literature that are relevant to self-efficacy
math “wasn’t their thing” during remote
students got to choose a
enhancement. Next, we introduce the core
instruction. “It’s something I was never
mathematician and create a podcast concepts and messages, embedded psychological
good at,” my first-year students have said. or video that helped others learn
processes, and unique design features of a recent
The article stated that it is essential about the mathematician. This relates
math intervention delivered as part of regular
to convey the idea that ability is malleable— to the article's suggestion because this classroom instruction, which has proven effective
it is something that you can improve upon performance task allowed the
for enriching children’s growth mindsets and
with effort and practice. The article
students to learn about
gender-fair beliefs regarding math ability.”
suggested that one way teachers can help
mathematicians of different races and Lee, J., Lee, H. J., & Bong, M. (2022). Boosting children’s math
deliver this message to students is to have genders in the field. The outcomes of
self-efficacy by enriching their growth mindsets
an open conversation and explicitly teach
the students’ performance tasks were
and gender-fair beliefs.
students that math is not an innate skill.
awe-inspiring as many students had
Theory Into Practice, 61(1), 35-48.
Math skills can be developed.
the opportunity to see professional
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932156
The article related this idea to neural mathematicians like them.

N

plasticity; you
can work out your
math skills much
like you can work
and grow a
muscle. Students
often do not
realize that this is
true for
mathematics.
Reading students'
stories about how
the brain changes
after gaining new
knowledge is
crucial as it emphasizes the malleable
nature of our brains.

Daniel De Sousa is a high
school mathematics teacher
and department leader in the
New York City department of
education at the Business
Technology Early College High
School. He attended Queens
College, earning his bachelor’s
degree in mathematics
education through the TIME
2000 program and his master’s
degree from their MSED
program.
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Enhancing Student Motivational Beliefs by Developing Their Self-Regulated Learning Processes
Yuqing Zou

I

n the journal article Enhancing
Motivation by Developing Cyclical SelfRegulated Learning Skills, Gregory L.
Callan, Lisa DaVia Rubenstein, Tyler
Barton, and Aliya Halterman (2022, Theory
Into Practice, 61(1), 1-13) discussed how
teachers in K-12 educational environments
could enhance students’ motivational
beliefs like self-efficacy, task interest, and
task values by developing their selfregulated learning (SRL) processes, including
goal-setting, self-monitoring, and
attributions.
The article aimed to provide
implications for K-12 teachers on directly
teaching the SRL processes to enhance
student motivation using feasible classroom
-based resources and practices .
Theoretical Background: Self-Regulated
Learning
Self-regulated learning theory refers
to the importance of individuals assuming
personal responsibility and control for their
acquisition of knowledge and skills
(Zimmerman, 1989; Zimmerman, 1990).
Self-regulated learners use various SRL
strategies that involve various cognitive
strategies or skills, such as goal-setting, selfmonitoring, and attributions (Callan et al.,
2022).
According to Callan and colleagues
(2021), goal-setting requires deciding on the
desired result, which helps with motivation
and academic achievement by focusing
effort and attention; self-monitoring refers
to being aware of one’s performance as well
as keeping track of one’s academic
achievements and actions throughout time;
attributions, which refers to attributing
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Developing self-regulated learning
(SRL) processes (i.e., goal-setting,
strategy use, self-monitoring, and
attributions) can enhance motivational
beliefs including self-efficacy, interest,
and task value. In this article, SRL
processes and motivation are
conceptualized within a cyclical
feedback loop, which demonstrates how
SRL processes affect motivation for both
current and future tasks. Thus, educators
can directly teach SRL processes to
improve motivation using feasible
classroom-based practices
and resources.”
Callan, G. L., DaVia Rubenstein, L.,
Barton, T., & Halterman, A. (2022).
Enhancing motivation by developing
cyclical self-regulated learning
skills. Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 1-13.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932153

outcomes to
Yuqing Zou is a doctoral
perceived
causes, is an
candidate in the
integral part of
Educational Psychology
self-reflection
& Learning Sciences
because it allows
Program at the
learners to adjust University of Iowa. Her
to challenging
research interests
situations and
include student
improve
motivation and selfmotivation
(Weiner, 2018, as regulated learning and
teacher and parental
cited by Callan et
autonomy support.
al., 2022).
Based on
previous research, motivationally active SRL supervision (Rafferty, 2010).
learners tend to report high motivational
beliefs, including self-efficacy, task interest, 3. Promoting Student Attributions. Some
and task value (Conley, 2011; Locke, 2018; intervention programs (e.g., attribution
Tapola et al., 2014, as cited by Callan et al., retraining) use a variety of session formats
2022).
to teach students how to change their
According to Zimmerman’s model of perceived causes of learning outcomes to
SRL (2000), SRL processes and motivation
things within the individual's control.
function in a dynamic, reciprocal
In the absence of these
relationship to facilitate learning in two
interventions, students can be aided by the
important ways:
teacher's feedback with positive attribution
1. SRL processes boost motivation, which in qualities, such as "You did well because you
turn boosts SRL processes;
worked harder than before/used the correct
2. SRL processes improve achievement,
learning method" (Schunk & Rice, 1986).
which improves future motivation.
Similarly, mindset research suggests
instructing students to say "yet" after
Integrating Self-Regulated Learning within making claims regarding their lack of
Classrooms
expertise (e.g., I cannot do long division
In real-life classroom settings,
yet).
teachers can promote student motivation
To help children adapt to challenges,
by enhancing their SRL processes in the
teachers should normalize failure, point out
following three ways:
that highly competent people frequently fail
many times before succeeding, and
1. Promoting Student Goal-Setting. Callan underline how processes like SRL help
and colleagues suggested that teachers can people persevere in the face of adversity.
also help students set "shifting goals." While
there is some evidence that goals to master
The Value of This Journal Article
content (i.e., mastery goals) are adaptive,
I find reading this journal article
the most adaptive goal focus is dependent authored by Callan and colleagues helpful
on a student's ability level.
because I get a deep understanding of the
For instance, teachers should notice three main SRL strategies and their
that students with relatively low abilities are relationships to motivational beliefs.
best served by setting goals to enact specific
The dynamic and reciprocal
processes (e.g., the student can summarize relationship between SRL, motivation, and
the meaning of a paragraph in his or her
achievement described by the authors
own words). In contrast, students with
provides insights for me as a learner on
relatively high abilities are better served by achieving desirable learning outcomes by
setting goals to increase achievement (e.g., enhancing SRL and for me as a graduate
they can read more efficiently).
teaching assistant on promoting my
students’ motivation.
2. Promoting Student Self-Monitoring.
I hope this article will help more
Teachers can teach students how to
teachers and educational practitioners
monitor their academic performance
understand how to increase their students'
accurately. Teachers can teach students to motivation and academic achievement by
chart and record their test grades and graph enhancing their SRL processes.
their classroom behaviors over time to
enhance awareness (Sheehey et al., 2017).
Upon request, references are available by
The teacher can teach students to selfcontacting Yuqing Zou:
monitor by first recognizing and
yuqing-zou@uiowa.edu
operationalizing the behavior, then teacher
co-monitoring, and finally diminishing adult
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Enhancing Online Teaching and Learning from the Perspectives
of Instructors and Students
Yuzhi Lai
learning experiences and physical
environments to improve
students’ understanding and
Yuzhi Lai is a
success (Chin et al., 2018). Thus,
PhD student at instructors can embed real-world
Graduate
problems into online courses to
School of
engage students.
Teaching,
In addition, students often
have difficulties in online learning
Leiden
University. settings, such as locating and
Her research selecting relevant, appropriate,
interests focus and trustworthy resources and
on technology- effectively using them in the
learning process (Lai et al., in
enhanced
press).
learning,
As reported in the study,
online
students could use more selflearning, and regulated strategies with the
self-directed facilitation of instructors’ support.
Based on these findings, in the
learning.
online course design, instructors
can add some metacognitive
functions such as prompts and
he COVID-19 pandemic has
time planners to guide students in how to
switched face-to-face learning into learn on their own.
online learning. In this situation,
Instructors can also provide
students have classes online, but recommendations about valuable learning
faculty are also pushed to update their
materials, tips, and encouragement in
teaching approaches to accommodate the learning processes to improve students'
new situation. However, how to effectively learning experience, leading to effective
design online courses to ensure learning is learning (Hoi & Mu, 2021). Not providing
successful is still not clear. Thus, Randi and too much information also matters, which
Corno (2022 in Theory Into Practice, 61(1), online instructors should notice.
129-139) investigated the role of student
Information overload may decrease
motivation and learning experience in
students' interests and motivation (Alonline course environments at the postKumaim et al. 2021).
secondary level.
The existing literature has examined
Achievement motivation is
how to enable students to engage in online
considered students’ desire to achieve
self-regulated learning. In addition to
learning goals based on a set of standards teacher support, students need to prepare
(Partovi & Razavi, 2019). This theory
themselves well before starting online
encourages students to commit to pursuing learning (Keramati et al., 2011). Students
their own learning goals to achieve success, may feel more satisfied and master more
especially in the context of online learning, knowledge and skills if equipped with a high
where active learning is more needed than level of online learning readiness:
traditional learning. In addition to the
• Students should know the
intrinsic factors, extrinsic factors such as
function and advantages of online
interpersonal relationships are also critical
platforms, be familiar
in the online learning environment.
communicating with others
Mehall (2020) found that
online and believe in their ability
interpersonal interactions influenced
to use them.
students’ satisfaction and achievement. It is
• Students can master self-directed
therefore, is necessary to increase studentlearning skills to enhance their
to-student and student-to-instructor
learning processes, such as
interactions when designing online
planning, monitoring and
courses.
evaluating.
The learning experience is another
• Students have complete control
aspect that the authors focused on in the
over deciding what to learn and
study. By examining the current relevant
how to learn.
research, online practices such as authentic
The article impressed on me the
learning materials, teacher presence, and a importance of instructors’ roles in online
finite amount of information needed can
self-regulated learning. Although recent
affect student satisfaction and persistence. educational reform around the world has
Authentic learning materials can
shifted to student-centered learning, its
reinforce the connection between student effectiveness is not as good as expected. In

T

an online learning context, instructors play
a vital role.
More specifically, Randi and Corno
(2022) provided detailed recommendations
for instructors to motivate students to learn
actively and persist.
For example, instructors could install
prompts to activate their prior knowledge
and ask students to set up their learning
goals. This also inspires online platform
designers to embed diversified and practical
functions in the future to improve
instructors’ and students’ experience. For
example, after students input learning goals
and intended learning time, the platform
can automatically generate a personalized
learning plan. At the end of the learning
process, a quick assessment and immediate
feedback can be provided to reinforce their
understanding.
Upon request, references are available by
contacting Yuzhi Lai:
y.lai@iclon.leidenuniv.nl

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“This article discusses the role of
student motivation and learning
experiences in online course
environments at the post- secondary
level. We offer guidance for
instructors to design online
experiences that encourage students
to learn actively, allowing them to
persist at academic goals and get the
most out of the material. In discussing
relevant motivation theory and
research, we address two questions:
(1) What factors motivate postsecondary students to persist at
academic goals; and (2) What online
learning experiences promote student
motivation and persistence? If online
instruction fosters student motivation
and concurrently equips them with
strategies to succeed, students will be
more likely to transfer learning
strategies and productive work habits
to future coursework and beyond.
Taking teaching online can prepare
students for success wherever their
futures take them.”
Randi, J., & Corno, L. (2022).
Addressing student motivation and
learning experiences when taking
teaching online. Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 129-139.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932158
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Interest Development:
A Reflection on Its Implications for Self-Regulated Learning

A

recent article, Renninger and Hidi
(2022 in Theory Into Practice, 61
(1), 23-34) expounds on the
development of interest and its
contribution to the information search
process. They posit that making personally
relevant connections (i.e., self-related
information processing) to the subject at
hand is conducive to developing interest.
Renninger and Hidi theorize that
interest can impact the information-search
process in two ways. First, by making
content personally relevant, increasing its
utility value, interest is likely to be triggered.
This interest can act as a driving force to
seek out more information when triggered.
This implies that learners can be supported
to develop an interest in new content.
Second, personally relevant connections can
help sustain and deepen existing interest for
those who possess an initial interest.
Grounded in the theoretical
underpinnings of interest development
proposed in their earlier work (e.g., Hidi &
Renninger, 2006), this article proposes that
classroom practices that focus on triggering
and maintaining interest have the potential
to level the playing field. By focusing on
increasing personal relevance and utility to
the content within classroom instruction,
educators can seek to reap the benefits of
interest in self-related information
processes. This is especially true for those
who are uninterested or possess low initial
interest. Such pedagogical practices need
not require substantial or any curriculum
change.

Samira Syal

The authors maintain that educators
need not stop making curriculum changes,
especially if these changes seek to draw on
and expand on the personal and cultural
relevance of pedagogical content. This can
serve as a “hook” by triggering learners’
interest. Subsequently, learners are likely to
search for more information, thus,
developing a more evolved interest.
Why focus on promoting interest
through classroom practices? The authors
contend that there is a tendency for this
information search to become intrinsically
rewarding in doing so. Moreover, as interest
develops, it can become an integral part of
learners’ identity.
Applications to SRL

Self-regulated learning (SRL) refers to
the monitoring and regulation of one’s
learning processes before, during, and after
the learning task (Zimmerman, 2000) for
goal attainment (Winne & Perry, 2000).
Considering that SRL includes cognitive,
metacognitive, and motivational
components that typically go hand-in-hand
(Schraw et al., 2002), this line of reasoning
suggests a complex interplay of SRL
processes.
Renninger and Hidi’s view that
triggered interest, facilitated by establishing
personally relevant connections, fuels the
search process for additional information,
thus increasing the depth of information
processing. Moreover, this argument has
implications for metacognition, specifically
metacognitive monitoring, a process that
allows for the regulation of learning by
making much-needed adjustments to
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
learning processes and allowing for the use
“Educators have a critical stake in supporting the of alternate strategies as needed.
development of interest—as the presence of
By garnering more information about
interest benefits sustained engagement and
a
topic,
learners increase their domain
learning. Neuroscientific research has shown that
interest is distinct from, but overlapping with, self- knowledge. This can improve metacognitive
accuracy where learners’ are driven to make
related information processing, the personally
relevant connections that a learner makes to
judgments of learning based on their newly
content (e.g., mathematics). We propose that
formed information-based or data-driven
consideration of self-related information
cues.
processing is critical for encouraging interest
Finally, personally relevant tasks can
development in at least two ways. First, support
improve
learners’ positive affect, making it
for learners to make self-related connections to
content may provide a basis for the triggering of likely that learners reengage in similar tasks
their interest. Triggered interest encourages
- a necessary consequence for challenging
individuals to search for more information, and to tasks and for uninterested learners.
persevere in understanding material that
otherwise might feel meaningless. Second, for
learners who already have an initial interest in the
content, self-related connections can further
promote the deepening of interest through
sustained engagement and information search.
Background regarding both interest and selfrelated information processing is provided, and
implications for practice are suggested.
Renninger, K. A., & Hidi, S. E. (2022). Interest
development, self-related information processing, and
practice. Theory Into Practice, 61(1), 23-34.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932159

Practical Considerations
Renninger and Hidi’s reasoning for
the benefits of triggering students’ interest,
particularly minoritized students from
diverse and underrepresented backgrounds,
has crucial implications for teachers in their
endeavor to foster SRL skills in classrooms:
1. Encourage students to make personal
connections with the content.
2. Tap into students’ background

knowledge of the topic.
3. Provide scaffolds to help learners build

relevance to the topic. This is particularly
important for uninterested and lowinterest learners, who may need more
direct support as they connect with the
topic.
4. Encourage learners to create meaningful
personal goals. This provides learners
the opportunity to build personal
relevance.
5. Allow opportunities for students to
engage in in-depth information
processing.
6. Structure learning environments to allow
students to monitor and evaluate their
learning.
Connections to My Research
The bulk of my research centers on
understanding the complex network of SRL
processes and how they impact learning.
Specifically, my work centers on the
interaction between motivational and
metacognitive components of SRL impacting
comprehension of informational texts.
The article’s central premise can be
investigated in informational texts or texts
that deliver the most information about a
topic in a succinct manner. As such, these
texts are challenging. Perhaps engagement
and perseverance in these texts can be
fostered by leveraging the personal and
cultural relevance of informational texts.
The possibilities are boundless.
Imagine a fifth-grader reading a text
on eutrophication, a complex phenomenon.
Questions pertaining to how such a
phenomenon can impact their communities,
whether they have personally witnessed
eutrophication, and involving them in the
solution-building process at the community
level would serve to trigger students’
interest in the topic, and perhaps they
would be likely to reengage in similar texts.

Upon request, references are available by
contacting Samira Syal:
srajesh@ncsu.edu
Samira Syal is pursuing a Doctorate in
Educational Psychology in the department of
Teacher Education and Learning Sciences at
the College of Education at North Carolina
State University.
She is currently
working with Drs.
John L. Nietfeld and
Rayne A. Sperling
on developing a
digital educational
game to foster
science literacy
among fifth graders.
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Motivation and
Self-Regulated
Learning
in OnlineProcessing:
Learning
A Reflection on Its Implications for Self-Regulated Learning

Takatoyo Umemoto

Samira Syal

T

he article “Addressing Student
Motivation and Learning
Experiences When Taking Teaching
Online” was written by Judi Randi
and Lyn Corno (2022). This study addressed
two questions: (1) What factors motivate
post-secondary students to persist at
academic goals? and (2) What online
learning experiences promote student
motivation and persistence?
Due to the impact of the 2020 global
pandemic, faculty and teachers have had to
organize many online courses, and students
have more opportunities to learn online
than ever before. In higher education,
students are expected to learn more
independently regardless of location, not
only in synchronous courses but also in
asynchronous courses. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider how to encourage
students to actively engage in online
learning independently, based on
psychological theory and previous research.
This article introduced important
motivation theories and research, which are
helpful for online learning. First, an
implementation mindset, defined as an
active focus on goals that include strategic
behavior to overcome obstacles, promotes
persistent learning. Even if students are
motivated by personal interests, they may
be more unlikely to persist at goals and
abandon their goals in the face of
challenges without an implementation
mindset.
Next, in achievement motivation
theory, positive emotion plays a crucial role
in the goal pursuits process. Focusing
students on progress toward their goals is
more appropriate than setting up situations
where students need to be “better than
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“This article discusses the role of student
motivation and learning experiences in online
course environments at the post- secondary level.
We offer guidance for instructors to design online
experiences that encourage students to learn
actively, allowing them to persist at academic
goals and get the most out of the material. In
discussing relevant motivation theory and
research, we address two questions: (1) What
factors motivate post-secondary students to
persist at academic goals; and (2) What online
learning experiences promote student motivation
and persistence? If online instruction fosters
student motivation and concurrently equips them
with strategies to succeed, students will be more
likely to transfer learning strategies and
productive work habits to future coursework and
beyond. Taking teaching online can prepare
students for success wherever their
futures take them.”
Randi, J., & Corno, L. (2022). Addressing student
motivation and learning experiences when taking
teaching online. Theory Into Practice,
61(1), 129-139.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932158

others” to succeed, which can easily lead to
negative self-appraisals of students.
Motivation in game-based learning
environments is helpful to promote student
engagement in learning (e.g., making tasks
challenging but achievable, giving students
tokens for performing certain activities, and
setting a group competition where teams
earned points). Such game-like elements
embedded in an online course have the
potential to promote students’ autonomous
motivation. In learning, motivational factors
such as interpersonal relationships,
instructor feedback, and intellectual
challenge are likely to contribute to the
on-going satisfaction of students.
This article proposed various
teaching strategies for faculty and teachers
to encourage student engagement and selfregulated learning in online courses. It is
essential to give students a reason to learn
the course contents that is immediately
relevant, unlike the distal motivator of some
future career goal. Students can be deeply
engaged in challenging academic content
when provided with appropriate resources
and support. This enables the learning
experiences to be at the right level of
challenge.
Teachers have to design online
courses that will not provide too much
information at once for students. It is vital
to provide the essential information without
overload, break down complex tasks and
assessments into smaller parts, integrate
information, and avoid giving information
not relevant to learning goals.
Teachers need to design online
courses that teach students valuable
strategies and skills and promote using
these skills. Students who have selfregulated learning strategies, such as
planning, time-management, selfmonitoring for goal achievement,
appropriate help-seeking, and purposeful
use of resources, can actively engage
independently online in the face of
challenges.
Teachers can include some tutoring
scripts in courses to encourage students to
become self-regulated learners. For
example, it is helpful to provide scaffolds
throughout the material at appropriate
times, embed metacognitive tasks (e.g.,
online diaries, planners, and selfmonitoring) into online courses as required
components, guide students to select
appropriate resources, and ask for help
when needed. It is also an excellent strategy
to post or email a weekly “to do” list, in
addition to modeling planning and
prioritizing.
In this global pandemic, many online
learning courses were organized, and
various guidelines for teaching online were

developed in each school and community.
However, they rarely mention how to
integrate students’ online learning
experiences based on motivational
principles in online learning courses and
teaching online. This article guides teachers
challenged by online instruction to achieve
the highest quality virtual pedagogy through
encouraging students’ motivation.

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Self-regulated learning theory assumes that
self-regulated learning appears as a socially
shared phenomenon with collaborative
processes, but there is little research focused
on self-regulation, co-regulation, and socially
shared regulation of “motivation for
collaborative activity.” This study aimed to
examine how previous performance level and
motivational antecedent factors (i.e., selfefficacy, task values) influence the three
modes of regulation of intrinsic motivation, by
comparing university students with working
adults. Participants—397 university students
and 380 working adults—completed
questionnaires. Multigroup structural
equation modeling revealed that previous
performance level, self-efficacy, and utility
value positively predicted the three modes of
regulation in both groups. In addition,
previous performance level positively
influenced self-efficacy and task values.
Interest value, which refers to the belief about
interest in the task, positively predicted all
three modes of regulation in working adults.
In addition, the path coefficient of previous
performance level to self-regulation in
university students was significantly higher
than in working adults. We discuss possible
reasons for the significant differences in
regulation of motivation for collaborative
activity between university students and
working adults.”
Ito, T., & Umemoto, T. (2021). Self‐Regulation,
Co‐Regulation, and Socially Shared Regulation
of Motivation for Collaborative Activity:
Comparison Between University Students and
Working Adults 1. Japanese Psychological
Research.
https://doi.org/10.1111/jpr.12337

Takatoyo
Umemoto,
PhD, is an
Associate
Professor at
Kyoto
University of
Foreign
Studies, Japan.
His research
interests
include
situational
motivation,
motivation
instability, and regulation of motivation.
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Strategies for Alleviating Student’s Mathematics Anxiety:
Control-Value Theory in Practice
Joseph Brandenburg

T

he authors of the article, Strategies
for Alleviating Students’ Mathematics
Anxiety: Control-Value Theory in
Practice (2022 in Theory Into Practice, 61(1),
49-61), Holly Klee, Michelle M. Buehl, and
Dr. Angela Miller, examined the relevance
that the control-value theoretical
framework could bring to how educators
can understand and implement strategies to
decrease students’ mathematics anxiety. In
addition, they included recommendations of
different strategies relevant to student
control and value appraisals based on the
use of control-value theory to decrease
student mathematics anxiety.
Control-value theory provides an
integrative framework that highlights the
role of environmental influences’ triggering
impacts on students’ control and value
appraisals in relation to an outcome. When
these negative control and value appraisals
are evoked, they trigger specific emotional
responses, which, in turn, affect the
individual’s overall performance on a
particular task. This framework allowed the
authors to more succinctly describe where
mathematics anxiety, labeled as an
emotion, lies within a process that leads
students to have worse outcomes and, in
this particular case, lower achievement in
mathematics.
Utilizing the application of the
control-value theory, the authors
recommended different practice
recommendations for educators. These
included increasing self-efficacy and
autonomy support, decreasing fear of
failure, decreasing avoidant goal
orientations by emphasizing mastery of the
material, and decreasing perceived
excessive lesson demands. These strategies
center around decreasing mathematics

“After reading this article, I was
able to walk away with concrete
interventions that I can use with
the students I work with within
any capacity, particularly
around the concept of
mathematics anxiety. In
addition, I gained a better
understanding of a plausible
sequential process that might
explain how emotion plays a
critical role in learning and,
ultimately, learning outcomes.”

anxiety to increase student performance.
The article offered a helpful
breakdown using the control-value theory
of how mathematics anxiety might be
triggered, which can easily be understood
through the lens of self-regulated learning.
Through the authors’
recommendations for educators, I can see
that the aspects they are targeting for
intervention are related to harnessing selfregulated learning by decreasing
mathematics anxiety. By implementing
these recommendations, educators can
scaffold self-regulated learning to manage
their mathematics anxiety and, ultimately,
perform better on mathematics-related
achievement tasks.
The authors gave concrete
recommendations about decreasing
mathematics anxiety and increasing selfregulated learning in the mathematics
domain:
1. Educators should explain mathematics
concepts to promote the understanding
of the content rather than the procedure
so that students believe they can learn
mathematics or have better selfefficacy.
2. Educators should allow for partner and
group work opportunities to allow for
students to build understanding through
collaborative processes, thus increasing
individual self-efficacy beliefs and
learning about mastering the material.
3. Educators should use frequent formal
assessments with no penalty to the
student on their performance and
provide feedback to review critical
concepts, the opportunity for additional
examples, and for students to self-assess
their understanding of the topic.
I found this article helpful as an
educator, student, and clinician because it
took the time to apply control-value theory
to explain why students experience
mathematics anxiety. The model sought to
explain some key determinants of
mathematics anxiety and provided a step-by
-step explanation of the process of how
mathematics anxiety might manifest and
unfold. By describing these components
that might lead to mathematics anxiety, the
authors gave suggestions for targeted
interventions to help alleviate students of
mathematics anxiety.
After reading this article, I was able
to walk away with concrete interventions
that I can use with the students I work with
within any capacity, particularly around the
concept of mathematics anxiety. In addition,
I gained a better understanding of a
plausible sequential process that might
explain how emotion plays a critical role in

learning and, ultimately, learning outcomes.
Though the authors used controlvalue theory to describe the process of how
mathematics anxiety might manifest, the
article also allowed me to think conversely
about what types of control and value
appraisals students who do not experience
math anxiety might have.
Joseph Brandenburg is a second-year
graduate student at The Pennsylvania State
University in the Department of Educational
Psychology, Counseling, and Special
Education. His academic interests include
emotion regulation, self-regulation, and
psychophysiology.

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Mathematics educators often know the
widespread nature of mathematics anxiety and may
even be aware of the debilitating effect it can have
on their students. Although educators may develop
tricks or tools that seem to help, a comprehensive
understanding of what students are experiencing
and how the classroom environment can be
adjusted to address their struggles is missing.
Control-value theory offers a theoretical framework
for how the classroom environment and students’
appraisals influence mathematics anxiety.
Mathematics anxious students are focused on not
failing, rather than on mastering the material, and
have a low sense of control over outcomes. To
decrease mathematics anxiety, teachers can
implement strategies that increase emphasis on
learning over performance and support autonomy,
thus decreasing fear of failure and avoidant goal
orientations, and increasing self-efficacy and control
appraisals. Suggested strategies for adjusting
instruction focus on high school and
college classrooms.”
Klee, H. L., Buehl, M. M., & Miller, A. D. (2022).
Strategies for alleviating students’ math anxiety:
Control-Value Theory in practice.
Theory Into Practice, 61(1), 49-61.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932157
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The Power of Asking Why?: Making Adaptive Attributions
Jeyavel Sundaramoorthy
time or not. The ability can be classified as
stable and internally caused, and effort can
be classified as unstable and internal.
Controllability contrasts cause one
can control, such as skill and efficacy, from
causes one cannot control, such as aptitude,
mood, others’ actions, and luck.
In this article, the authors discussed
the significant contribution of Dweck, and
the way attribution retraining can help
students’ growth mindsets and ability to
sense improvement when errors are
reduced in further attempts. Students who
display helpless tendencies performed
better during the attribution retraining and
experienced success in the consecutive
trials.
Jeyavel Sundaramoorthy, PhD,
The authors also outlined plenty of
Associate Professor in Psychology, evidence on attributional retraining for
Central University of Punjab,
Bathinda, India. His areas of research school-age children and its outcome for
interest are self-regulated learning, young readers. Similar studies on college
academic motivation, stress coping students have also shown a statistically
skills, and stress mindset.
significant medium effect on their
achievement outcomes. However, this
n this article, I reflect on the article
effect needs to be investigated carefully to
entitled The Power of Asking Why?
account for other factors affecting students’
Attribution Retraining Programs for
achievement over the attributional
the Classroom Teacher authored by
retraining.
Sandra Graham and April Z. Taylor. This
In the past 15 years, I have been
article focuses on the power of the question engaged in research on self-regulated
“why” to bring out learners’ attribution
learning among school students, college
towards failure during an academic task.
students, and preservice teachers. SelfFurther, it attempted to compare the
regulated learners are metacognitively,
attribution retraining studies of the past
motivationally, and behaviorally active
decades.
participants in their learning process. They
Attribution theory explores the
are masters in selecting the adaptive
different causal dimensions of attribution,
attributional patterns, which contribute to
such as locus of control, stability, and
their mastery orientation.
controllability. The locus of control
Attributional retraining will help
dimension involves internal and external
students who adopt a performancelocus of control. The stability dimension
avoidance orientation to mitigate the
captures whether the causes change over
maladaptive consequences of their failure.
It may also be helpful to those who cannot
self-regulate because of their lack of
awareness or lack of training.
Attributional retraining need not be a
“Attribution retraining
requirement for self-regulated learners as
benefits teachers who are
they have already practiced the more
instrumental in promoting adaptive attribution. When teachers
encourage students to be aware of their
lifelong learning, selflong-term goals, various modalities of
reaching them, techniques to follow to
regulated learning, and
ensure their progress toward it, and how to
get help from other experts during
self-efficacy among
necessary times, students will be more likely
students by involving
to pick up the self-control mechanism
inappropriate manner.
them to think and use
Attributional retraining will help
attribution in an adaptive
students modify their maladaptive
attributions during difficult times. This
manner.”
article has elaborated on similar studies on
this attributional retraining in the light of its
relevance and importance in the current

I

context. Attribution retraining benefits
teachers who are instrumental in promoting
lifelong learning, self-regulated learning,
and self-efficacy among students by
involving them to think and use attribution
in an adaptive manner.

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“The current study focuses on locus of control &
depression and the relationship between them,
as well as with the demographic variables such
as gender (male and female), course of study
(science and arts) and locality (urban and rural)
among college students of Gulbarga city. It is a
promising area of inquiry. The age of college
students is a critical context for studying youth
mental health. The study was conducted on 171
college student of Gulbarga city who were
selected by a random sampling method (lottery
method). The questionnaire consisted of
personal data sheet, Beck Depression Inventory,
and Rotter's Locus of Control Scale. Descriptive
Statistics and non-parametric statistics as Mann
-Witney test (U) and chi-square test (χ2) were
used to analyze the data. The results could not
find significant difference on depression among
male and female college students, but findings
showed that there is a significant difference on
depression among science and arts, and rural
and urban. The findings showed that there is no
significant difference on locus of control among
male & female, science & arts and urban & rural
college students. The results also show that
there is significant association between
depression and locus of control.”
Naik, A. R., & Sundaramoorthy, J. (2016). The
relationship between locus of control and
depression among college students of Gulbarga
city. Indian Journal of Health & Wellbeing, 7(5),
465-470. http://www.iahrw.com/index.php/
home/journal_detail/19#list

A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
“Mathematics educators often know the
widespread nature of mathematics anxiety and may
even be aware of the debilitating effect it can have
on their students. Although educators may develop
tricks or tools that seem to help, a comprehensive
understanding of what students are experiencing
and how the classroom environment can be
adjusted to address their struggles is missing.
Control-value theory offers a theoretical framework
for how the classroom environment and students’
appraisals influence mathematics anxiety.
Mathematics anxious students are focused on not
failing, rather than on mastering the material, and
have a low sense of control over outcomes. To
decrease mathematics anxiety, teachers can
implement strategies that increase emphasis on
learning over performance and support autonomy,
thus decreasing fear of failure and avoidant goal
orientations, and increasing self-efficacy and control
appraisals. Suggested strategies for adjusting
instruction focus on high school and
college classrooms.”
Klee, H. L., Buehl, M. M., & Miller, A. D. (2022).
Strategies for alleviating students’ math anxiety:
Control-Value Theory in practice.
Theory Into Practice, 61(1), 49-61.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00405841.2021.1932157
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Developing Cyclical Self-Regulated Learning Skills
Shu-Yi Hsu

Shu-Yi Hsu, Ed.D, received her doctoral
degree in Instructional Technology and
Media program at Teachers College,
Columbia University in 2021. Hsu's
research interests include self-regulated
learning, learning analytics and online
learning. Shu-Yi also works full time as
the lead instructional designer at The Fu
Foundation School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, Columbia University.
Shu-Yi manages massive open online
courses on edX and Coursera.

I

n this article, I reflect on the article
Enhancing Motivation by Developing
Cyclical Self-Regulated Learning Skills,
written by Gregory L. Callan, Lisa
DaVia Rubenstein, Tyler Barton, and Aliya
Halterman (2022, Theory Into Practice, 61
(1), 1-13). I will provide an overview of the
article, followed by the theories and
research findings supporting the reciprocal
relationship between adaptive selfregulated learning (SRL) and motivation. I
will summarize the SRL strategies proposed
by Callan et al. and recommendations for
future research and educational
practitioners at the end.
Callan and colleagues argued that
adaptive SRL processes could enhance
achievement and motivation. They
described the theoretical framework
between motivation and SRL processes, and
then provided empirical evidence to
demonstrate SRL processes reinforce
motivational belief systems. They also
proposed strategies and resources to
develop adaptive SRL skills, especially in
K-12 educational environments.
Given the various SRL models, Callan
et al. argued that Zimmerman’s (2000)
cyclical SRL model is the most accessible
model for educational practitioners due to a
few reasons:
1. It is streamlined, practical, and focused
on three key phases.
2. It is less complicated than other models.
3. Many schools have developed SRL
programs based on empirical evidence
stemming from Zimmerman’s SRL
model.
4. It explicitly communicates motivational

beliefs and describes the SRL processes as a a clearer picture of how motivational beliefs
dynamic and reciprocal model.
relate to each SRL process phase. Callan and
Callan et al. further elaborated on
his colleagues extrapolated the complicated
the essential motivational beliefs— selfdynamics of motivations and SRL processes
efficacy, level of interest, and task
with clear definitions and actionable plans.
value— relating to students' ability to
Given my background in higher
deploy adaptive SRL processes.
education, I also consider it essential to
They closely mapped the relationship teach SRL strategies to adults since it is not
of these motivational beliefs with the SRL
always correct to assume that adults are
processes from forethought, performance, equipped with SRL skills. In my teaching
and afterthought (self-reflection) phases.
experience, some graduate students have
Then they explained how SRL strategies
proven to successfully rely on their innate
could support each stage's development
abilities to achieve their educational goals
and provided easy-to-follow
(i.e., being admitted to elite graduate
recommendations on what teachers should schools).
do and avoid.
Some graduate students rely on their
Callan et al. argued that if students
existing SRL strategies and do not
are equipped with more learning strategies, understand why they fail to meet the
they would be more self-efficient
criteria at the graduate school level. For
(Ghadampour & Beiranvand, 2019),
example, some of my students struggled to
interested (Sorić & Palekčić, 2009) and
write a cohesive paper backed up by
appreciate task value (Wolters & Benzon,
theories despite relying on outlines and
2013). In terms of the motivational
peer editing. They were not aware that
strategies, they suggested using self-talk
there was a need to re-evaluate their
(Wang et al., 2017) or reinforcement
writing strategies because they had used
schedules for the less preferred tasks. They the same methods to get good grades.
urged teachers to use explicit instruction,
This article encourages me to use
modeling, prompting and targeting
mini-lessons and checklists to help my
feedback to bolster students' motivation.
students stay on track and obtain small
They also warned that it would be
rewards to keep themselves motivated.
better for students to carry out their plan to Future researchers should conduct case
do a task they are the least interested in,
studies on teaching SRL strategies in K-12
such as the reinforcement schedules.
classrooms and share any challenges. I
Callan et al. strongly emphasized a teacher's believe this insight would prove invaluable
function and impact on students'
for educators and researchers, and I look
development of adaptive SRL strategies.
forward to continued discussion on the
They also proposed two programs,
subject.
self-regulated strategy development (SRSD)
(Hacker & Bol, 2019) and self-regulated
Upon request, references are available by
empowerment program (SREP) (Graham et
contacting Hsu, Shu-Yi
al., 2021 ), as tools for interested teachers
sh3146@tc.columbia.edu
to consider. However, they were aware of
teachers' hesitation and
A RELEVANT PUBLICATION
challenges in teaching
“Online
learning
has
been
widely adopted in higher education to reach students
adaptive SRL strategies,
who typically would not have a chance to complete accredited courses
especially in K-12
(Kentnor,
2015). Massive open online courses (MOOC), which is a type of online
environments. They
learning,
makes it easier for people to take university courses with internet
recommended: that
access and a fraction of cost compared to traditional residential programs
teachers use mini-lessons
(Reich, 2020). MOOCs also become popular for those who want to increase
to help students develop
their professional profile or advance their academic career (Pheatt, 2017).
adaptive goals or a
However, online learning has long been criticized for its universally low
checklist to keep students completion rates, high dropout rate and poor learning performance (Almeda et
on track of their processes.
al., 2018). This phenomenon is more exacerbated in MOOC environments.
Callan and
Historical studies have attempted to support learner self-regulated learning
colleagues highlighted the (SRL) activities in order to enhance completion rates and academic outcomes.
importance of changing the Prior studies have conducted pre-course questionnaires as inexpensive SRL
amount of scaffolding for
interventions to prompt learners as SRL support (Kizilcec et al., 2017, Kizilcec
students according to their & Cohen, 2017; Kizilcec et al., 2020; Yeomans & Reich, 2017). Yet, these oneSRL skills and emphasized
time-only, short-term interventions only yield limited or no effects…”
Hsu, S. Y. (2021). An Experimental Study of Self-regulated
that it was best to teach
Learning Strategies Application in Moocs. Teachers College,
SRL skills at an earlier age.
Columbia University.
I benefited from this
An_Experimental_Study_of_Self-.pdf
article because it provided
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“Teachers need to
be planful in
designing their
courses to ensure
teachers’
expectations and
values for mastery
are conveyed
consistently via
both direct and
indirect messages.”

“Students
should have
greater
control over
their
learning and
increased
value
for
learning.”
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Using the Control-Value Theory to Support Teachers in Reducing
Mathematics Anxiety
Hong H. Tran & Daniel K. Capps

W

e are honored to share our thoughts
on Klee, Buehl, and Miller’s recent
article published in Theory Into
Practice (2022, 61(1), 49-61). The article
pointed out that mathematics anxiety is a
big deal and argued that control-value
theory (CVT) is a valuable framework for
understanding the factors that lead to this
anxiety (Klee et al., 2022). They also
discussed how CVT could help teachers
select strategies that may decrease anxiety
in their students. Like many who will read
this article, we are empathetic to those who
struggle in mathematics, as we have seen
this anxiety often in our students who
regularly admit to being “bad at math.”
In the article, Klee and colleagues
began by making a compelling case for why
we should care about mathematics anxiety.
Their basic point was that students with
strong quantitative reasoning abilities have
a leg up over those that struggle with
mathematics as they have better
opportunities for advancement (e.g.,
admission into gifted programs and elite
schools and even higher-paying jobs).
The authors described how CVT,
which integrates existing motivation
theories such as expectancy-value theory,
self-determination theory, and attribution
theory into one model (Pekrun, 2006), can

support influences emotions as choice
increases students’ sense of control and
personal value. It also explains how
promoting mastery goals over performance
goals can cultivate positive emotions
towards mathematics.
Finally, the authors draw on CVT,
relevant research, and their teaching
experience to suggest six strategies to
decrease students’ mathematics anxiety.
Drawing on CVT, the strategies support
positive emotional responses towards
mathematics. They recommend
1. Focusing on conceptual understanding
over rote learning to promote mastery
orientation over performance
orientation,
2. Making connections to real-world
problems to increase students’ sense of
agency and understanding,
3. Having students work in groups to
enhance self-efficacy,
4. Providing a formative assessment to
help students stay on task, increase selfefficacy, and mastery goal orientations,
5. Framing summative assessment in terms
of mastery over performance to reduce
fear of failure, and
6. Helping students be aware of their
anxiety to increase their sense of
control.

the ACT, SAT, and GRE, as these tests are a
large part of the assessment ecosystem that
would ultimately impact students'
mathematics anxiety.
Even though the authors do not
mention self-regulated learning (SRL), the
core of this article relates to SRL.
Motivational quality of instruction,
autonomy support and classroom goals are
intertwined. The underlying principle shared
across these environmental stimuli (or the
teaching strategies they suggest) is that
students should have greater control over
their learning and increased value for
learning. In other words, the deep structure
of the six strategies that the authors
propose lies at the intersection between
fostering students’ SRL skills and
mastery-oriented classrooms.
Klee and colleagues showed us that
CVT is a helpful framework for
understanding the factors contributing to
mathematics anxiety. We agree with the
authors’ suggestions. Moreover, we believe
that the strategies and mechanisms
discussed in this article are relevant to other
subject matter anxiety.
To effectively implement those
strategies, we have three recommendations
for teachers:
1. Teachers need to know their students
well. Most of the strategies are about
meeting students’ needs and interests;
thus, teachers must build relationships
with students to select strategies that
work best for the students.
2. Teachers need to be adaptive. Students
at different competency levels have
different needs for support and
structure; thus, flexibility is required
explain emotional responses that may
when enacting the strategies with
positively or negatively impact students'
Although we agree that each strategy
different groups of students.
performance in mathematics. In brief, CVT mentioned is essential, we wonder if the
3. Teachers need to be planful in designing
explains how environmental stimuli trigger strategies work equally for all students and
their courses to ensure teachers’
the control and value appraisals which lead how teachers should decide which strategy
expectations and values for mastery are
to emotional responses.
or set of strategies would work best for a
conveyed consistently via both direct
Specifically, the theory explains how specific group of students. In addition, the
and indirect messages.
environmental stimuli, like the motivational authors' emphasis on classroom-based
quality of instruction, autonomy support,
assessments made us wonder how mastery Upon request, references are available by
and classroom goals, influence emotional
goals might also be reinforced by rethinking
contacting Hong H. Tran:
responses. For instance, the theory explains the framing of external benchmarks, like
hongtran@uga.edu
how providing students with autonomy
state assessments or high-stakes tests like

“The deep structure of the six strategies that the
authors propose lies at the intersection between
fostering students’ SRL skills and
mastery-oriented classrooms.”
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